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Men’s soccer home opener honors fallen team-
mate.
Page 12
Since Hope College President 
James Bultman announced in 
May that he would retire at the 
end of the 2011-2012 academic 
year, a search committee for 
the college’s 12th president 
has received more than 100 
nominations for his replacement. 
This has caused Bultman and 
students lots of reflection on his 
legacy at Hope.
Alicia Wojicik (’13) talked 
about Bultman’s impact on 
her life. “Last year my sister 
(freshman Kelsey Wojicik) was 
choosing between Hope and 
Calvin. I told President Bultman 
about how she couldn’t decide 
and so he called her at home. 
That actually changed her mind 
and got her to come here.”  
Marc Tori (’12) has gotten 
to know Bultman and his wife 
Martie, both Hope graduates, 
during his time here. Tori, 
president of Mortar Board, 
began his relationship with the 
Bultmans at the annual Student 
Congress dinner at the Bultmans’ 
house.
“I am so impressed at how 
involved they are staying on 
campus,” Tori said. “I was 
walking to LJ’s for coffee in the 
morning, and I saw President 
Bultman walking to Dewitt at 7 
a.m. All the lights were off and 
he was going to be the first one 
there.”
 Mortar Board’s Last Lecture 
Series will feature Bultman in 
April. He will be the last speaker 
for the year. 
Bultman, 69, who has served 
the college since 1999, thought 
a lot about retirement before he 
made the decision. 
After much discussion with 
Hope’s board of trustees, he 
announced his retirement at the 
board’s spring 2011 meeting. 
Ashley Fraley
Guest Writer
see PResIDeNT, Page 2
Ann Marie Paparelli
Photo editor
As an environmental 
journalist and a blogger for 
the Huffington Post, David 
Kroodsma took his knowledge of 
climate change to the streets—
literally. 
Hope College’s Sustainability 
Advisory Committee hosted 
Kroodsma on Sept. 19 to discuss 
his 2005-2007 bicycle journey  to 
raise awareness of global climate 
change.  
Professor Tom Bultman, who 
teaches a first-year seminar on 
global climate change, energy 
issues and ways to preserve the 
environment, invited Kroodsma 
to share his experiences.
“His father is actually a Hope 
alum,” Bultman said.  “I found 
(his story online) and then 
realized his connection.” 
Kroodsma is the son of Dr. 
Donald and Melissa Kroodsma 
of Amherst, Mass., both 1968 
Hope graduates.  
David Kroodsma is a data 
journalist at Climate Central, 
scientists and journalists who 
communicate climate science to 
the public. He holds a bachelor’s 
in physics and a master’s in 
interdisciplinary climate science 
from Stanford University. 
Kroodsma’s trip totaled 
21,000 miles, taking him from 
his home in Palo Alto, Calif., 
to the southern-most point of 
South America.  From there, 
he flew to the East Coast of the 
United States and cycled back 
to California.  The journey took 
him 22 months.
“I had three things I would 
do as I biked,” Kroodsma said. 
“I would visit schools and give 
talks, go to the media to have 
them write about climate change 
and investigate what climate 
change means for us.  I had 
thought through what I would 
carry very carefully.  In terms of 
my route, that was really figured 
out as I traveled along.”
While the stories of his 
encounters with locals in South 
America are vivid and engaging, 
Kroodsma’s talk shed light on 
the real issue—global climate 
change.
“Every  scientific  body  on 
Earth has come forward saying 
this is a serious problem and 
that we need to deal with it,” 
Kroodsma said. “Yet, as a country 
and as a world, we are not yet 
taking it seriously.  The Earth’s 
average temperature is expected 
to rise 10 degrees Fahrenheit 
within the next 80 years.”
With these drastic changes 
and others Kroodsma pointed 
out, the world’s inhabitants are 
slowly destroying the planet.
Hope College, while on 
a smaller scale, is bringing 
awareness to the same issues 
with the Sustainable Hope 
program.  Elizabeth Gerometta 
(’13) agrees it’s just the first 
step.
“Most of the time (students) 
blow it off but nothing’s going to 
be changed if we can’t get people 
to see their personal effects 
on the temperature changes,” 
Gerometta said.  “Having 
(Kroodsma) speak made me 
realize that.”
Sarah Colton (’13) said while 
Sustainable Hope helps the 
community, it’s hard for students 
to commit.
“I know I’m not as ‘green’ as I 
should be,” Colton said.  “A lot of 
times I think ‘how will my effort 
alone affect the planet? So what 
if I throw one coffee cup in the 
trash?’ But the point is that it 
adds up.”
Sustainable Hope encourages 
students to use recycling bins, 
ride bikes versus driving cars 
and share their knowledge with 
others.  
For more information on 
Kroodsma’s journey, visit www.
rideforclimate.com.
More than 100 apply 
for Hope’s top spot
Global cyclist spreads word on climate change
President James Bultman
Activist uses 21,000-mile, 22-month trip to raise awareness
Mat Kearney croons to sold-out crowd
Photos by becca haWkins
NothiNg left to 
lose— Popular sing-
er/songwriter Mat 
Kearney played at the 
Knickerbocker theatre 
on Monday night. the 
show sold out to hope 
community members 
and concert-goers 
within the first day of 
ticket sales.
Campus September 28 20112
This Week aT hope
Wednesday                  Sept.  28 
Danforth Lecture 
Winants Aud., Graves Hall, 4 p.m. 
Thursday-Friday  Sept.29 - 30
River N. Chicago Dance Company
Kickerbocker 7:30 p.m. 
Saturday                         Oct.  1
The 114th Pull
Black River, 3 -6 p.m.                     
Combined Senior Recital
Daniel Smith and Emma Matejka
Wichers Auditorium, 4 p.m.
Tuesday                            Oct.  4
CIS Keynote
Dimment Chapel 7 p.m. 
Wednesday                      Oct.  5
CIS
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
in Brief
Latino food festivaL
A Latino Food Festival, 
complete with music and dance, 
is set for Wednesday, Sept. 28 at 
Phelps and Cook Dining Halls. 
Phelps dining hours are 4:45 -7 
p.m. and Cook dining hours are 
5-6 p.m.   
off-campus study 
fair
An off-campus study fair will 
be held in Maas Auditorium from 
4-7 p.m. on Sept. 28.  There are 
over 200 programs in 60 different 
countries for Hope students to 
consider.  Program providers as 
well as previous participants will 
be there to answer questions.   
the Anchor
“The worst thing that can 
happen to a college is for the 
president to be incapacitated 
in some way,” Bultman said. 
However, Bultman is entirely 
focused  on the year he has 
here.  He is launching a capital 
campaign that will go public at 
the October board of trustees 
meeting. 
“The  hope  for  this 
campaign is to increase 
student scholarship and have 
more resources for faculty and 
(programs) we are working 
on with the international and 
multicultural department, 
as well as spiritual life.” Also 
targeted are funds for new 
buildings that “would make 
it possible for students in 
virtually every area to perform 
at the highest level in their 
given field.”   
 “I want to get as much 
money committed as possible 
to these projects before I leave,” 
Bultman said. 
 Bultman has three main 
hopes for the college’s future. 
“I would hope Hope College 
remains true to its mission. It 
would continue to be vibrantly 
Christian, exceptionally educa-
tional and continue to be a 
caring community.” 
As Bultman gears up to take 
on his last year, a presidential 
search committee, which is 
an executive committee of 
the board of trustees, has 
proceeded at full steam since 
the announcement.  
The committee includes 
two faculty members, biology 
professor Christopher Barney 
and political science professor 
and director of international 
studies Annie Dandavati, 
and student representative 
Stephanie Skaff (`12).
The committee has spread 
the word of Hope’s search 
widely and has received more 
than 100 nominations. It hopes 
to reduce the pool to around 12 
candidates in October.
Skaff, a management major 
whose family has been part of 
Hope for four generations, said 
currently they are looking at 
20 résumés, but the number 
changes every day. She said it 
is important for the candidate 
they choose to have a great 
connection with God. 
Tori said that’s a quality he is 
also looking for in particular. “I 
want someone who sees God at 
Hope and wants to leave it that 
way. It is a unique characteristic 
of Hope. “ 
One thing is for sure, 
Bultman will always have a 
special place in the hearts of 
Hope College students. 
Tori said, “The next 
president will have big shoes to 
fill, big wooden shoes.”
THE INSTITUTION 
OF HIGHER EATING
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Every Thursday (and Mondays too!)
LUNCH MADNESS
Monday – Friday     11 AM – 2 PM
15 Minutes or Less Starting at $6.99
HAPPY HOUR
Monday – Friday     3 – 6 PM
$1 OFF All Tall Drafts
LATE NIGHT HAPPY HOUR
Sunday – Friday     9 PM – CLOSE
$1 OFF All Tall Drafts
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pull binds, pushes teams to extreme
Being even year or odd 
year has a different meaning 
to certain students at Hope 
College this time 
of year. It means 
war between the 
freshman class 
of 2015 and the 
sophomore class 
of 2014.  This 
year the pull is 
on Oct. 1, from 
3-6 p.m. at the 
Black River. 
The  pull 
is  an extreme 
game of tug-of-
war where 18 
male students 
are chosen to 
be on the rope 
as “pullers” and 
18 females as 
“moralers.” This 
is not a typical 
game of tug-of-
war; it is a test of 
endurance. 
The rope is 
stretched across the 
Black River with pullers in pits 
and moralers by their side. 
The pullers are in pits so that 
they can use their whole body 
to control the rope where the 
moralers are the pullers guides, 
telling them instructions from 
the coaches. 
The winner is determined by 
the amount of rope gained at 
the end of three hours. 
The tradition of the pull 
started in 1898, making this year 
the 114th pull.  Van Vleck Hall, 
Graves Hall and the president’s 
home are the only buildings on 
Hope’s campus that are older 
than the pull tradition. 
The event has only been 
cancelled four times due 
to World Wars I and II and 
because of a campus wide flu 
epidemic. 
There have only been a few 
changes made to the rules since 
then. One change is how the 
rope is pulled.  The puller used 
to be lying face down for the 
first 15 minutes and would then 
stand up. 
The second change has been 
the location.  Up until 1910 it is 
thought to have been located 
by a creek near Pilgrim Home 
Cemetery. It has been at the 
Black River since 1910.
The pull can typically last 
anywhere from one to two 
hours, but is limited to three. 
The longest pull, before 
the three-hour rule was 
implemented, was three hours 
and 51 minutes held in 1977 
and was called to a draw. The 
shortest pull was in 1956 and 
lasted only two minutes and 40 
seconds. 
Since 1909, the 
freshmen have won 30 
times in comparison 
to the sophomores’ 65 
wins. The records show 
that the sophomores 
are more likely to win 
due to experience but, 
the freshmen can still 
pull through.
“Being a sophomore 
team is definitely 
advantageous, as we 
have some returning 
pullers who come in 
knowing the basics, 
take leadership on the 
team and help the new 
pullers learn quicker,” 
even-year coach 
Katherine Kirby said. 
“Having a sophomore 
team allows us as 
coaches to challenge the team 
in a way that cannot be done 
with a freshman team.” 
 Odd-year coach Ariana 
Cappuccitti said that coaching 
freshmen brings a lot of 
enthusiasm and new energy to 
the team. 
The pull coaches stress 
the importance of treating 
their teams like family. Going 
through such an intense 
experience brings people closer 
together. The pull is not just 
about winning or losing but the 
bonds, friendships, traditions 
and achievements of pushing 
oneself to the extreme. 
Meagan Dodge
Guest Writer
Pulling iT TOgeTher — Zach Williams (’14) presses on as the 
even year team’s anchor puller in the 2011 Pull.
Photo courtesy of hoPe Pr
It has been reported that Pakistani troops 
have fought with Taliban forces for the re-
mains of a U.S. drone that crashed within 
the northwestern tribal area in Pakistan.
While the Taliban says that they shot it 
down, a local news agency says it crashed 
due to technical problems. The U.S. gov-
ernment has followed its policy of mak-
ing no comments on its drone program 
and has therefore remained silent on the 














P a k i s t a n i 
t r o o p s 
were later 
sent to get 
it. Two of 
the Taliban militants were confirmed dead 
while one Pakistani soldier was wounded.
The U.S. drones flying over these 
regions were dispatched to inves-
tigate the Waziristan region be-
cause it is believed to be a safe house 
for al Qaeda and Taliban militants.
The use of drones to fight terrorism has 
significantly increased since 2009 when 
President Barack Obama took office. 
Though Pakistani officials have condemned 
U.S. drone attacks in their country in the 
past, they have been cooperative in the 
fight against insurgencies in their country.
In recent months, however, officials 
have expressed disapproval of the drone 
attacks their country, and the government 
was outraged that they were not even 
told about the operation to kill al Qaeda 
leader Osama Bin-Laden. They claim that 
drone attacks and similar operations are 
violations of their national sovereignty.
Unmanned drones have not only as-
sisted in the U.S. operation that brought 
about the death of Bin-Laden; they 
were also essential to the operation that 
struck down Atiya Abdul Rahman, al 
Qaeda’s second-in-command on Aug. 22.
The drone that crashed near the village 
of Zangara is not the first drone to have 
crashed in the Waziristan region of Paki-
stan. Several more crashed when the Unit-




















ing the debris, and this is most likely the 
reason behind the four hour battle be-
tween the Taliban and Pakistani forces.
On the other hand, the U.S. govern-
ment believes that the Taliban has no use 
for such drone equipment. However, it has 
been anticipated that drone parts could be 
useful to their allies including China and 
Iran. These worries started to surface when 
a drone helicopter crashed in Bin-Laden’s 
compound during the lethal attack in May.
It has been guessed that Pakistani troops 
or the Taliban may trade information on 
US drones with China, which has never be-
fore been exposed to stealth technologies.
Given the tense relations between the U.S. 
and China and the continued interest of the 
U.S. military in Pakistan, drone attacks are 
likely to continue and remain in the news.
President Barack Obama 
has announced a plan to cut $3 
trillion over the next decade. 
This is reportedly a different plan 
than the compromise Obama 
suggested during this summer’s 
debt-ceiling debate.
In this new plan, Obama 
is adamant that high-income 
individuals and corporations pay 
more. He has threatened to veto 
any debt-reduction plan that 
diminishes benefits but does not 
increase taxes for the wealthy. 
“I will not support any plan 
that puts all of the burden on 
ordinary Americans,” he said.
Democrats were mollified. 
They have been calling for higher 
taxes for the wealthy but have 
been insisting that Medicare 
and Social Security not suffer 
any cuts. The president has 
announced that he has no 
intentions of changing the 
current Social Security plan.
Additionally, while fiscal 
experts have recommended 
raising the eligibility age for 
Medicare, a senior official at 
the White House has reported 
that this is not a 
part of Obama’s 
plan.
In contrast, 
R e p u b l i c a n s 
have expressed 
d i s a p p r o v a l . 
They object to 
the increased 
taxes.
The $3 trillion 
that is projected 
to be saved with this plan is on 
top of the $1 trillion already 
signed into law under August’s 
debt ceiling deal.
If, however, the American 
Jobs Act is approved, it will 
require $500 billion of these 
savings.
The White House is estimating 
this new plan will lower the debt 
ceiling 73 per cent by 2021. 
Previous estimations placed it 
at 91 per cent, assuming the 
government does not change 
the current budget system. 
The predicted 
annual deficit 
will fall to 2.3 per 
cent of the GDP, 
which is down 
from previous 
5.5 per cent 
projections.
T h e 
n o n p a r t i s a n 
Committee for 
a Responsible 
Federal Budget gave a mixed 
review of the plan, applauding 
certain aspects but deploring 
that it did nothing to control 
health care costs.
“We are pleased that the 
president has embraced the goal 
of achieving at least $4 trillion in 
deficit reduction and stabilizing 
the debt. Unfortunately, he 
relies on the budget gimmick 
of counting the war drawdown 
to inflate his savings and would 
leave the debt at an unacceptably 
high level,” says CRFB President 
Maya MacGuineas.
Obama’s plan breaks down 
as follows: There would be 
mandatory cuts of $580 billion, 
with $248 billion of that coming 
out of the Medicare system. 
The other $250 billion of these 
mandatory cuts would come 
from farm subsidies ($33 
billion), federal worker benefit 
programs for both civilian and 
military workers ($42.5 billion), 
and “restructuring government 
operations and reducing 
government liabilities” ($92.2 
billion).
One-third of the savings 
would come from estimated war 
savings. $1.1 trillion would be 
made by reducing our operations 
in Iraq and Afghanistan, and by 
capping spending for overseas 
contingency operations. $430 
billion would be made through 
interest savings.
Obama’s plan includes a tax 
revenue that would bring in 
$1.5 trillion. $800 billion of this 
would come from letting Bush-
era tax cuts for upper-income 
households expire. $300 billion 
would be acquired by closing 
present tax loopholes.
Obama is calling for the 
Buffett Rule, meaning that 
anyone earning more than $1 
million would not be allowed to 
pay a smaller percentage of their 
income in federal taxes than 
Americans with a lower income. 
“Any reform plan should lower 
tax rates, eliminate wasteful 
loopholes, boost job creation 
and economic growth, and be 
consistent with the Buffett Rule., 
he said.
orldW The Anchor 3SepTember 28, 2011
I will not support 
any plan that puts 




President’s tax proposal garners mixed reviews
Anneliese Goetz
WOrld CO-editOr
Western nations not likely to 
intervene in Yemen as Saleh returns
Government forces in Yemen tar-
geted the thousands of opposition 
activists protesting last week in the 
country’s capital, Sanaa, killing more 
than 100 people and injuring hun-
dreds. It is the most violence the city 
has seen since the beginning of an up-
rising against the government of Presi-
dent Ali Abdullah Saleh in January. 
S a l e h , 
who has 
been in 
p o w e r 
since 1978, 
re tu r n e d 
to the em-





m o n t h s 
in Saudi 




injuries he received in a bomb at-
tack on his presidential palace in June. 
While Western nations including the 
United States supported Libyan rebels 
after fatal confrontations between anti-
government protestors and military 
forces, Yemen has been more or less 
left alone by all of the Western nations. 
Political science professor Dr. Joel 
Toppen, who is teaching a two-cred-
it course this semester on the Arab 
Spring, said the U.S. government’s 
past relationship with Yemen as an 
ally in the fight against terrorism is 
a major factor in Western nations’ 
reluctance to intervene in Yemen. 
Since al Qaeda’s October 2000 
bombing of the USS Cole, a U.S. Navy 
warship that was stationed at the Ye-
men seaport city of Aden, which led to 
the deaths of 17 Navy personnel, the 
United States has funded the Yemeni 
government in an attempt to control al 
Qaeda activity in Yemen, Toppen said. 
In fact, when confronted about attack-
ing protestors, the Yemen government 
claimed that they were only attacking al 
Qaeda operatives who have infiltrated 
protests with weapons, Toppen said. 
With Saleh still in power, the fu-
ture of Yemen is uncertain. How-
ever, “given what’s happened in Tu-
nisia and Egypt it’s hard to see how 
the regime will stay on,” says Toppen.
H o p e 
College In-
ternational 
A d v i s o r 
H a b e e b 
Awad said 
extremism 
is not the 
real threat 
that worries 
Ye m e n i s . 
“In Yemen 
there is the 
a b s e n c e 
of democ-
racy and 
p o l i t i c a l 
f r e e d o m . 
The people of Yemen know that the real 
challenge facing them is closely related 
to the growing demand for good gov-
ernance and greater democratization.”
“The U.S. is very nervous about the 
political change in Yemen,” Awad said. 
“For many years, the US was protect-
ing its interest in Yemen via one per-
son - Saleh - an autocratic ruler.  Now, 
the U.S. will have to deal with a dem-
ocratic nation of Yemen to advance 
its interest in the region. The people 
of Yemen are not in favor of having 
a foreign presence in their country.”
Though it appears that the Unit-
ed States and other Western na-
tions will not intervene in Yemen, 
it continues to seem likely that the 
Saleh government will eventually fall.
Chris Cohrs
Guest Writer
Taliban and Pakistani forces exchange 
blows over crashed U.S. drone
Shubham Sapkota
Guest Writer
PhOtO COurtesy Of the assOCiated Press
Crashed Us drone— This drone, similar to the 
one that caused the conflict between the Pakistani 
troops and Taliban forces, fell August 25.
PhOtO COurtesy Of the assOCiated Press
ViolenCe in sanaa — Victim of the clash be-
tween security forces and government protesters 
is carried off to safety.
In his first televised interview since his ar-
rest on May 14, Dominique Strauss-Kahn ad-
mitted to an “error” on his part, tip-toeing the 
line decisively between guilt and innocence 
during the course of the 20-minute broadcast.
Strauss-Kahn, the former manag-
ing director of the International Mon-
etary Fund, spoke with French television 
station TF1 for the first time since be-
ing accused of sexually assaulting a ho-
tel maid during a stay in New York City.
“What happened was not just an en-
counter that was inappropriate; it was 
a mistake,” said Strauss-Kahn on Sept. 
18, acknowledging the damage the scan-
dal has done to his family and career.
Once considered a front-runner in the 
2012 French presidential election, Strauss-
Kahn was arrested in May after being 
charged with sexually assaulting Nafissatou 
Diallo, who was working as a maid at The 
Sofitel Manhattan while he was staying there.
Three days after being charged, 
Strauss-Kahn resigned from his elect-
ed office at the IMF, beginning the 
three-month long trial that sent shock-
waves across both sides of the Atlantic.
Over the course of the trial, investiga-
tors tested Diallo’s credibility, with the 
prosecution eventually admitting she had 
lied about the events surrounding the at-
tack multiple times. On Aug. 23, the charges 
against Strauss-Kahn were dismissed after 
Diallo’s “pattern” of lies forced the pros-
ecution to request the charges dropped.
“Finally, we are obviously gratified that 
the district attorney agreed with my law-
yers that this case had to be dismissed,” 
Strauss-Kahn said in his first statement 
since his arrest, adding that it had been 
a “nightmare” for him and his family.
During the televised interview, Strauss-
Kahn denied any criminal wrongdoing, 
stating that there was no “violence or ag-
gression” during his interaction with Di-
allo. “I have regretted it every day for four 
months and I don’t think I’m about to fin-
ish regretting it,” he said in the interview, 
with over 12 million people in France 
tuning in to watch the live broadcast.
He also expressed frustrations with the ju-
dicial system in the United States, referring to 
it as “shocking” at one point in the interview.
The reaction to the broadcast has been 
mixed, with many people seeing it as a 
well-orchestrated and calculated attempt to 
salvage his reputation and regain support.
Some individuals have criticized the 
interviewer for being too lenient, an-
noyed with the fact that the French 
journalist conducting the dialogue, 
Claire Chazal, has been a close friend of 
Strauss-Kahn’s wife’s for over 20 years.
“He clearly supplied a set of script-
ed responses to a set of scripted an-
swers,” said Waddick Doyle, head of 
the global communications program 
at the American University of Paris.
Vincent Geret, editor of the French po-
litical publication Libération, went fur-
ther in his criticism of the interview, 
calling it a “formidable media exercise”.
Despite the dismissal of the charges, the 
road ahead for Dominique Strauss-Kahn 
looks anything but bright. Tristiane Banon, a 
French reporter, has since accused him of sex-
ually assaulting her during a 2003 interview, a 
claim he has vehemently denied to investiga-
tors. However, in regard to his credibility and 
reputation, much of the damage appears to 
have already been done, with his political fu-
ture and ambitions remaining in the balance.
Strauss-Kahn concedes ‘moral failing’
World September 28, 20114 the Anchor
On This Day in
hisTOry
Constantine II beats em-
peror Maxentius.
- 351
William the Conqueror’s 





Venetians takes Athens 
from the Turks.
- 1687 
The closing campaign of 
the American Revolution 
at Yorktown Heights, Va. 
began.
- 1781
Opelousas Massacre at 
St. Landry Parish Lousi-
ana (200 African Ameri-
cans killed). 
–  1868
Woman arrested for 
smoking a cigarette in a 
car on 5th Avenue, New 
York City.
–  1904
Eight Chicago White Sox 
players were indicted for 
fixing the 1919 World 
Series in the “Black Sox 
Scandal.”
–  1920
Two U.S. Army planes 
landed in Seattle after 
completing the first 
round-the-world flight in 
175 days.
–  1924
Lou Gehrig’s errorless 




ment divided Poland 
between Nazi Germany 
and the USSR.
–  1939
Japan and Communist 
China agree to re-establish 
diplomatic relations.
- 1972
“Star Trek: The Next 
Generation” debuts on 
syndicated TV.
- 1987
Jazz great Miles Davis 
dies.
- 1991
“Cats” 5,000th Broadway 
performance (joins “Cho-
rus Line” and “Oh! Cal-
cutta”).
- 1994
Althea Gibson, the first 
African-American tennis 






At first glance it looks like it 
could be the next big thing in the 
pet industry. After all, pet stores 
already sell fish that glow under 
black, blue, or white lights. How-
ever, the research that led to the 
creation of tabby cats that glow 
green under ultraviolet light has 
a much more serious purpose.
Genetic engineering al-
lowed researchers at the Mayo 
Clinic to insert both the gene 
that causes the glowing, which 
is derived from a species of jel-
lyfish, and a gene that produces 
a restriction factor that affords 
the cats protection from FIV, 
the feline version of HIV. Glow-
ing green helps show that the 
genes have been successfully 
transferred into a specific cat.
The methodology of the ex-
periment is described in an ar-
ticle on the Mayo Clinic website.
The gene which causes glow-
ing has previously been given to 
pigs, rhesus monkeys, mice, fish, 
dogs and worms and has aided 
in the research of other dis-
eases including Huntington’s 
disease. FIV is similar to HIV 
and it is hoped that the cur-
rent research will help to ad-
vance gene therapy for both hu-
man and feline AIDS sufferers.
Research on the glowing cats 
that have already produced will 
continue, and scientists also hope 
to introduce other restriction fac-
tor genes and study their effects.
So far, efforts have proven 
successful and nearly all of the 
cats are expressing the genes. 
In addition, the first generation 
of glowing cats was able to pass 
down the genes to their offspring.
The research has been met 
with some resistance from sci-
entists and activists who oppose 
the use of animals in scientific 
research, but molecular biolo-
gist Eric Poeschla of the Mayo 
Clinic has defended his work.
“One of the best things about 
this biomedical research is that 
it is aimed at benefiting both hu-
man and feline health,” he said. 
“It can help cats as 
much as people.”
If the treatment 
proved success-
ful and could be 
adapted for hu-
mans it would not 
be necessary to in-
clude the gene that 
made the cats glow.
Then again, if 
people might be in-
terested in glowing 
kittens, might they 
also be attracted by 




Glowing cats aid AIDS research Giant snails invade Miami
The species problem has 
taken a bizarre twist: The 
Miami Herald reports that the 
Florida city is currently being 
plagued by an infestation of 
Giant African land snails, the 
largest species of land snail on 
Earth. These invading gastro-
pods can grow to be up to 10 
inches long and 4 inches wide.
While some may find this 
curious invasion amusing or 
disgusting, agricultural of-
ficials and ecologists are 
concerned about the nega-
tive impact of the nonnative 
snails on the environment.
Giant African snails eat over 
500 varieties of plants, not to 
mention plaster and stucco.
Rapid reproduction is an-
other issue: each snail has 
both male and female re-
productive organs and can 
lay up to 1,200 eggs a year.
They also carry a strain 
of nonlethal meningitis.
The current infestation is ac-
tually the third the city of Miami 
has withstood since 1966, when 
it took a decade and $1 million 
to undo the damage caused by 
a boy who brought a few back 
from a vacation to Hawaii.
The snails are native to 
East Africa and are only le-
gally allowed in the United 
States for scientific research 
and with special permits.
Smuggling for the pet indus-
try, which has earned Florida 
the distinction of having the 
most nonnative amphibians 
and reptiles of anywhere in the 
world, is most likely to blame 
for Miami’s current problem.
Though it has not yet been 
proven, federal officials suspect 
that the current infestation is 
linked with the 2010 investi-
gation of Charles L. Stewart 
for smuggling in the creatures.
Authorities allege that 
Stewart, a practitioner of the 
traditional African religion 
of Ifa Orisha, convinced his 
coreligionists to ingest juices 
from the snail during a heal-
ing ritual. The case is still open.
The Miami Herald reported 
that authorities have requested 
that residents of the city report 
any sightings of “suspicious” 
snails. More than 1,000 snails 
have been collected and fro-
zen to death in an expensive 
and time-consuming effort 
to eliminate them humanely.
What happened was 
not just an encounter 
that was inappropri-
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Hardcore and metal music 
have a bad reputation for carry-
ing negative messages. One lo-
cal band is using its talent to go 
against the stereotype. 
Vices is a hardcore/metal 
band from the Grand Rapids and 
Muskegon areas. The band, fea-
tured last Saturday at Holland’s 
Park Theater,  is comprised of 
six members: Cody DeWindt 
and Jordan Ide on guitar; Mark 
Grypma on bass; Micah Smith 
on drums; and vocalists Tony 
Gorbach and Zach Gray, a Hope 
College graduate. They had all 
been in local bands but came to-
gether about a year ago to create 
Vices.  
With abundant tattoos and 
piercings, they probably look 
like a rough-and-tumble bunch 
to most people. Nevertheless, 
all of them are 
kind-hearted, 
e a s y - g o i n g 
guys who love 
to joke around 







of the negative image their genre 
carries but the positive message 
the band promotes.
Often, people assume their 
music is angry and even violent 
because of their style and genre. 
In actuality, Vices carries a posi-
tive message. While they do not 
consider themselves a Christian 
band, many of their lyrics have 
Christian inspiration, including 
their newest song “Laid to Rest.” 
The    lyrics talk about a strong 
faith and a deep dedication to 
God. Like any other musicians, 
they use their music to share 
what they care about. 
“They’re very passionate 
dudes,” said Rae Ide, sister of 
guitarist Jordan Ide.
 Their first show was held in 
a garage for a birthday celebra-
tion. Now, a year after their start, 
Vices play shows about once a 
month at venues in Grand Rap-
ids, Holland, Muskegon and 
other West Michigan locations. 
Going on tour is a dream that 
all of the members share. How-
ever, with responsibilities like 
full-time jobs, being married, 
and school, they realize it is a 
dream that may not come true. 
“We love to be able to play,” 
Gray said, explaining that while 
a tour would be awesome, they 
are content where they are.
Their shows feature other 
local bands they have come to 
know and respect. The bands 
like to support and encourage 
each other. It is clear that the 
shows are about community, not 
about competition.
“We’re no better than anyone 
else,” Smith said.
Six bands played at its most 
recent show Saturday at the Park 
Theater. Vices’ set drew the larg-
est crowd.
“They’re really popular 
around here,” John McCarthy, 
a Grandville resident and Vices 
fan said. 
Their next show will be Oct. 
15 at The Modern Exchange in 
Southgate. Vices’ EP “Choices” 
is available for purchase on 
iTunes. 
For more information about 
upcoming shows and new mu-




“Moneyball” is not just a 
sports movie. It may seem like 
that, with the entire premise fo-
cused around a baseball team, 
the Oakland A’s, but it is much, 
much more. 
The film follows Billy Beane 
(played to grizzly 40-something 
perfection by Brad Pitt), the 
general manager of the Oakland 
Athletics. We find him in the 
midst of a tricky predicament: 
his three star players have been 
poached by teams with more 
money and more prestige, and 
he’s faced with the challenge 
of replacing those players on a 
budget that is almost laughable. 
As if by chance, he stumbles 
upon a recent college graduate, 
Peter Brand (played by Jonah 
Hill), and is introduced to an 
unorthodox method of scouting 
players: a statistical method. 
Brand, an economics major 
from Yale, believes that scouts 
should disregard players’ “star 
factor” and focus instead on 
the number of runs they have 
achieved in their careers. He be-
lieves that buying runs (instead 
of flashy personalities) will cre-
ate a winning team, one that 
Beane can afford on his tight 
budget. 
This theory is fine for Beane, 
who desperately needs a miracle 
to hold onto his job and resusci-
tate his team, but he has a hard 
time convincing everyone else 
to agree. His biggest critic is Art 
Howe (played by Phillip Sey-
mour Hoffman), the manager 
of the Oakland Athletics who 
refuses to even consider 
that Beane and Brand’s 
plan could work.
“Moneyball” is a movie 
about baseball, of course, 
but it is also a character 
study of a man on his last 
chance in life. The movie 
periodically flashes back 
to Beane’s own failed ca-
reer in baseball, turning 
his present-day actions 
into deeply resonant sac-
rifices. 
Beane sees the story of 
the Oakland Athletics as 
his story, and this is why 
he ignores years of experi-
ence and advice to follow 
his gut (and maybe his 
heart). Beane is washed up, but 
by gambling his career and his 
credibility he proves that there 
may be some fight in him still. 
The movie has plenty of up-
lifting moments: the hiring of 
players that no other team want-
ed and the almost impossible 
twenty game streak the Oakland 
A’s achieve. 
Although the film has an im-
personal relationship with the 
players of the A’s, it masterfully 
showcases the strong acting by 
its two leads. Hill, far from his 
“Superbad” days that made him 
famous, holds his own next 
to one of the highest celebrity 
names in Hollywood.
The awkward buddy-buddy 
rapport between Hill and Pitt 
is surprisingly humorous and 
more than a bit heartwarming. 
The relationship between these 
two men and the classic story 
of an underdog that succeeds 
against all odds is why “Money-
ball” is a winner, in all senses of 
the word.
Local band Vices is more than meets the eyes and ears
New movie ‘Moneyball’ promises to be a big hit
Elena Rivera 
senior staff Writer 
Longtime bookstore giant 
Borders closed the last of its 
stores this month, putting nearly 
10,000 workers into the job mar-
ket.
“We were all working hard 
towards a different outcome, but 
the headwinds we have been fac-
ing for quite some time, includ-
ing the rapidly changing book 
industry, eReader revolution 
and turbulent economy, have 
brought us to where we are now,” 
Borders Group President Mike 
Edwards said in a statement over 
the summer.
The first Borders opened in 
Ann Arbor in 1971. Its vast size 
and wide selection helped it 
grow to one of the top bookstore 
chains in America. Borders used 
to be a place where people could 
settle in and browse a good book 
before deciding to buy it.
As the book market changed, 
Borders did not. Online market-
ing offered a far wider selection 
than a concrete store could han-
dle. Instead of focusing on find-
ing a new angle to sell books, 
Border simply added more types 
of products to sell. In 
1998 Borders started 
selling online, but out-
sourced to Amazon.
com, which was one of 
its competitors.
Borders stayed on 
the defensive, trying to 
incorporate CDs and 
DVDs into its sales 
as media was turning 
more towards digital 
copies. Instead of going 
to Borders to buy CDs, 
consumers would go to 
iTunes to get a bunch 
of songs to put on the 
iPod, which came out in 
2001. 
While Barnes & No-
ble and Amazon were investing 
in electronic readers like the 
Nook and Kindle, Borders was 
sending out mass emails to its 
“rewards” members.
Because people bought their 
books differently, Borders be-
came a place to lounge. People 
would enjoy the displays, but 
most were more interested in 
browsing than buying, especial-
ly when the prices were cheaper 
online. Therefore, Borders ended 
up functioning more like a large 
expensive library than a book-
store. Unfortunately, it wasn’t 
funded as such, and floundered 
for income.
The company also had trouble 
internally. It went through three 
CEOs in three years.
Whenever the CEOs changed, 
top executives left, either from 
choice or encouragement. Bor-
ders shares had dropped to be-
low $1. The last time Borders 
turned a profit was in 2006.
Things continued to slide un-
til the company declared bank-
ruptcy in February and closed 
about a third of its 650 stores, 
according to The New York 
Times. In July, after failing to 
find a buyer, the company an-
nounced its liquidation.
Book-lovers everywhere 
swarmed over the discounted 
sales that came with its clos-
ing. Sections, as they cleared 
out, were taken down and items 
were moved closer to the door. 
Megan Ilavsky, the Kids Spe-
cialist at one of the top 10 most 
profitable Borders in the coun-
try remembered the liquidation 
process.
“I was quite heartbroken 
when I walked in to work to see 
that the entire [kids] department 
was gone. I really felt at that 
point that all I did was for noth-
ing. I was officially heartbroken. 
The store that I loved the most—
the job I had the most fun at was 
disappearing right before my 
eyes,” Ilavsky said.
Longtime Borders custom-
ers like Marianne Lim are stuck 
wondering where to go for their 
books other than online.
“Because of [Borders] and 
other closing bookstores clos-
ing, I had to go to five different 
places just to find a textbook for 
the kids I tutor.”
With online transactions tak-
ing a few days to deliver, cus-
tomers may turn to places like 
Barnes & Noble or independent 
bookstores for their needs, but 




Bankruptcy hits hard as Borders shut down nationwide
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I’m a coffee person, there’s 
no doubt about it. Some might 
say I’m an addict of sorts. Some 
might also say that Keurig coffee 
makers are for people as serious 
about their coffee as I am.
Allow me to explain: 
Keurig coffee makers are 
designed to make a single cup 
of coffee in just minutes. But 
this is not your average single 
cup coffee maker. Keurig coffee 
grounds come in discs called 
K-cups that allow you to spend 
at the very least 60 cents per 
cup of gourmet coffee with 
brand names like Emeril, 
Caribou, and Green Mountain.
I am still trying to weigh 
the pros with the cons, as I 
am a fairly recent Keurig user. 
The convenience is a plus: 
when I’m running out the 
door two minutes before 
class, a two minute cup of 
coffee gives me just enough 
time to race away on my bike 
as the clock hits the hour. 
The lack of cleanup is also 
a plus: throwing a K-cup in 
the trash and rinsing the used 
mug does not compare to 
throwing out a filter, rinsing 
the pot, and the mug. There’s 
New to coffee (or new to 
Holland), looking for a place to 
spend time with friends, you’re 
probably wondering which 
coffee shop will be more worth 
your hard-earned dollars. 
The legendary decision 








w h i c h 
coffee is 
b e t t e r ?
Of cour- 
se it depen-
s. JPs be- 
gan as a 
‘90s style café, taking stylistic 
aspects of the ‘50s era 
espresso bars. You’ve probably 
noticed the clientele; JPs 
draws in older customers 
with the sophisticated vibes.
JPs is better for espresso 
drinks – classic coffee 
options with some flair. 
Their experienced staff and 
innovative machines work best 
with simplicity. Their coffee 
has a fruity-sweet savor with 
nutty tones in the aftertaste. 
Strong, heady flavors are best 
exemplified in their house roast. 
The acidity is fairly crisp, and the 
weight (the body) of the coffee is 
light. The dark, however, is very 
dark, so beware before you buy. 
Their signature drinks are sweet, 
satisfying, and expertly crafted, 
but stick to the espresso and 
coffee drinks if you’re in the mood 
to try something more legendary.
Anyone could pass a judgment 
on Lemonjello’s based solely on 
its atmosphere. It looks smells 
and sounds like a café for younger 
folks with hip agendas. The 
lighting is usually darker than JPs, 
and the music is usually louder. 
Equal Exchange coffee 
permeates the restaurant; it’s 
basically the brand of the store. 
One of the most crucial items 
in a college student’s diet is a 
good cup of coffee.  If you’re 
looking for an inexpensive, 
delicious cup o’ joe, look no 
further than Cup & Chaucer. 
Started two years ago, Cup 
& Chaucer has recently seen 
some changes. Not only has 
it been officially acquired by 
Creative Dining Services, it has 
also introduced some new items.
Along with their introduction 
of Annie’s Organic Snacks and 
Palazzolo’s Gelato, Cup & Chaucer 
has introduced Simpatico 
Coffee.  Simpatico, meaning 
“nice” in Spanish, is an idea 
which is relevant in their mission 
statement: “Our commitment 
is to be nice to our farmers, 
nice to the environment, and 
nice to your pocketbook.”
Students, faculty and staff 
have the option to buy a single 
cup for $1.  But if you just 
cannot get enough, Cup & 
Chaucer now sells 1-pound bags 
and 8-ounce bags of beans that 
you can grind right in the café.
Adam Kragt, supervisor 
of the Cup & Chaucer, said 
this is a benefit for students 
on campus, to have great 
coffee at a reasonable price.
“A great coffee draws a great 
crowd,” Kragt said.  “Everyone 
who has tried it agrees 
that it is very good coffee.”
Kragt encourages students 
to venture out and experience 
everything that the Cup 
& Chaucer has to offer.
“The whole idea behind Cup 
& Chaucer is to be organic, to be 
homegrown, and to (offer])not 
your everyday stuff,” Kragt said. 
“We also have the Coffee Club, 
where you can buy 10 cups 
never any leftover coffee to sit 
and mold (don’t laugh, it has 
happened), and your housemates 
can’t yell at you for spilling 
coffee grounds all over the floor.
However, the Keurig isn’t 
the perfect coffee maker of 
my dreams. Actually, I’m only 
using one right now because 
I was given one as a gift. 
Keurig coffee makers range 
in price from $80-250. Let 
me repeat that: a coffee 
maker ranges in cost from the 
same as a pair of designer 
shoes to a new iPhone. 
The only coffee maker I’ve 
ever bought was $19 at Walmart. 
In addition, this wonder of 
a new, at home beverage 
revolution makes a cup of coffee 
the same size as those tiny, 
Japanese teacups that beg 
you to refill at least four 
times. Lest you judge this 
portion size, it is gourmet.
And now I’m just ranting. 
I really do love my 60-cent 
convenience coffees, but it 
will never compare to the 
roasts of Lemonjello’s or even 
a good Columbian Folgers. 
As a coffee-addicted college 
student with two minutes in the 
morning, 60 cents is a pretty 
good price for convenience.
of coffee and get one free.”
Another incentive to join 
the Coffee Club is the double 
punches you get on Fridays.  Or, 
if you want to “go green,” you can 
buy a travel mug for $5.  The size 
of the travel mug is larger than 
the regular coffee cup, and it 
costs less, only 75 cents, to fill it.
Overall, Cup & Chaucer 
is a place for students to 
hang out, study, or relax. 
Students are encouraged to try 
something new and see what 
Cup & Chaucer is all about.
Clash of the coffee titans Coffee fan offers her 60 cents







Popular downtown coffee shops compared 
number of middlemen in half, 
allowing Equal Exchange to 
provide farmers with a better price 
for their goods while maintain-
ing a fair price for consumers. 
Matthew Scott, owner of 
Lemonjello’s, is a local supporter 
of Equal Exchange’s products and 
mission. Scott said, “It’s more than 
just a fair price; it’s a sustainable 
process.” Beyond providing the 
farmers with fair profits for their 
Equal Exchange: a more effective brew
Melody Hughes
copy editor
As of this writing, the the unSCENE is nearly empty 
with just two customers playing chess near the door, but I 
strongly suspect this has more to do with the fact that it’s 
4p.m. than anything else. I could also blame the shop’s recent 
relocation, moving from Columbia Street to 341 W. 16th St.
That’s not to say the the unSCENE isn’t worth the trip. Nothing 
from the drinks menu is more than $5. The most expensive 
items currently offered are the bags of imported coffee lining 
the shelves nearest the street-facing windows, which at $11 still 
seem pretty reasonably-priced. There’s plenty of room to mass 
order with friends, with tables and chairs scattered everywhere, 
two separate seating rooms to choose from, and, coming soon, 
a patio out front. While the new location isn’t ideal for a quick 
stop-off between classes, it’s definitely worth a trip with friends.
the unSCENE provides new atmosphere
Aromatic steam, deep bitter 
flavor and a much-needed caffeine 
boost— how could a cup of coffee 
get any better? By seeking to 
purchase fairly traded coffee you 
can support small farmers and 
sustainable trade processes, all 
while enjoying your coffee break!
Fair Trade is a practice 
introduced by Equal Exchange, 
a worker owned co-operative 
founded in 1986. Over the past 
25 years, Equal Exchange has 
pursued its vision to utilise fair 
trading processes that benefit 
the farmers and the consumer. 
Fair Trade works by eliminating 
the number of middlemen 
 between the farmer and the 
consumer. In a standard trading 
process, the farmer’s coffee 
passes through six middlemen 
before reaching the consumer. With 
this model, farmers do not receive 
a fair percentage of the profits. 
In a Fair Trade process, 
the coffee passes through a 
farmers’ co-operative, Equal 
Exchange, store/shop  and then to 
the customer. This cuts the 
goods, Fair Trade encompasses 
a set of practices that fulfill 
social and environmental goals. 
Some of these goals 
include supporting workers’ 
labor rights, encouraging 
safe and sustainable farming 
methods, and connecting 
consumers with producers. 
Sustainable farming methods 
are encouraged, thus Fair 
Trade prohibits the use 
of harmful pesticides. 
A major focus of Fair 
Trade is to build lasting 
relationships with small 
farmers, in turn seeking the 
best interests of their families 
and communities. It’s all about 
using a process that most 
benefits the producer while 
providing the consumer with 
an honestly produced good. 
Equal Exchange and similar 
importers continue to evolve 
and make improvements. 
Equal Exchange has 
branched out from the coffee 
market and offers fairly traded 
olive oil, teas, chocolates, 
bananas  and snacks. 
As college students and 
strictly budgeted consumers, 
it is easy to justify the 
purchase of cheaper coffee 
that has not been fairly traded. 
Scott challenges consumers to 
remember, “You are the dollars 
you spend.” It is not about over-
stepping your budget to support 
fairly traded, but re-thinking 
how you spend what you have. 
As a single person, you may 
feel that you cannot offer much 
support to this endeavor. Think 
again! It was thanks to one caring 
customer that Scott switched 
to exclusively serving fairly 
traded coffee in his shop. 
“He would come in every 
day and ask if I had Fair Trade 
coffee yet,” Scott remembers. 
You are one person, but you 
can make a big difference. 
Consider Fair Trade’s 
mission the next time you’re 
prowling the coffee aisle or 
hunting down a cup of Joe to go! 
To learn more visit 
www.equale xchange .coop.
Coffee Corner
But the coffee speaks for itself: 
the whole, flowery flavors 
of their brews are to die for. 
Lemonjello’s coffee tastes 
earthy and woody with hints 
of chocolate or amaretto. It 
has a lemony acidity, which 
is advantageous accor- 
ding to most coffee critics. 
T h e 
signature 
drinks are 
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se a sonal 
drinks are never a 
disappointment; try 
the pumpkin pie latte 
before fall has passed!
Regardless of your vendor 
decision, buying local coffee 
supports Holland and its 
business owners. Whether 
you buy Lemonjello’s or JPs, 
either one has great coffee 
and a signature atmosphere. 
Why not try both?
Big Apple Bagels
15 Waverly Rd N, Holland
Good Earth Café
14 E 7th St, Holland
Sweet Bean Coffee & Espresso
111 E Main Ave, Zeeland
Starbucks
3259 West Shore Dr, Holland
Way Cup Café
501 W 17th St, Holland
Madcap Coffee
98 Monroe Center St NW, Grand Rapids
Can’t find an open seat at Lemonjello’s? Looking to explore a new area of town? 
Check out these flavorful coffee shops located throughout West Michigan.
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It’s not that men 
and women can’t 
be friends; it’s the 
opposite. Men and 















































I just watched “When Harry 
Met Sally” (again), and I think 
everybody’s got it wrong.
Who the heck says men and 
women can’t be friends? That 
must be one of the most close-minded statements I’ve ever heard, even more so than 
“all’s fair in love and war.” I’ve been in love, and nothing is fair in love. I don’t know 
so much about war.
It’s not that men and women can’t be friends; it’s the opposite. Men and women 
must be friends to coexist. Love negates friendship, sex without strings attached is 
called “friends” with benefits, even to ask a member of the opposite sex the simplest 
question requires being pleasant – if one hopes to gain something in return. It’s re-
ally just common sense: friendship makes the world go ‘round.
And people say you can’t maintain a friendship without eventually falling in love, 
as if love were a hindrance to friendship. Rather, I believe love is the next step after 
friendship, making them partners in the grand scheme of the connectedness of hu-
man beings. 
When Harry really did meet Sally, he was obviously attracted to her. Unfortu-
nately their circumstances and their own stubbornness kept them apart. After a few 
years, they became friends. After 12 years of friendship, they realized they’d been in 
love, and they got married.
The main characters in “When Harry Met Sally” are under the impression that 
their friendship won’t last once they feel attraction towards one another. I think this 
is a textbook example of my point that friendship paves the way quite nicely into 
love.
“The sex part always gets in the way,” says Harry Burns, title character in the mov-
ie. But I would like to point out that anyone attracted to another human being (in a 
romantic and not lustful way) uses dates and conversation to “get to know” the ob-
ject of affection. Whether they recognize it or not, these daters are becoming friends 
before they start any type of relationship.
Maybe the word “friend” is used too formally and seriously, and that’s our prob-
lem. My trusty friends at dictionary.com define a friend as, “anyone attached to an-
other person by feelings of appeal.” I think the slightest attachment to another per-
son can even be considered a friendship, as long as 
both parties have some connection. That’s where we 
should start – making more friends. 
As I said earlier, I have definitely been and still 
am quite in love. The only person I have ever ro-
mantically loved was my best friend for a year pre-
ceding our relationship. The way love works for 
me is a deep emotional connection as peers and as 
equals. So obviously, I’m not one for “love at first 
sight.” It just makes sense that we, as social human 
beings, thoroughly get to know somebody before 
visualizing the rest of our lives with him or her; we 
have a natural inclination to become friends with 
somebody we admire.
I mean, after 50-60 years of marriage, looking 
into each other’s crow-footed, droopy eyes, feebly grasping one another’s bony and 
wrinkly hands, I would hope that my husband and I have put up with one another 
because we’re such good friends – not because of physical attraction. So instead of 
searching for your ring this spring, why not find a few new friends?
I heard a stranger on the sidewalk 
lament the other day, “I’m not creative 
anyways.” I would have started to argue, 
but it isn’t polite to argue with strang-
ers. But I got all hoppin’ mad because 
she is creative. She has to be; after all we 
are all creative in some way, shape, or form.
We are creative because creator God is, well…creative. He spoke the 
world into being, and we have that same creative spirit in us. Now not all of 
us will be artists, let me be the first one to admit that. I still prefer to draw 
stick figures, and I won’t get proper shading techniques mastered anytime 
soon.
However, I think there are ways we can all express our God-given creativ-
ity. Whether you design a research project for your biology lab or think of 
a new game for your physical education class, your creativity can be put to 
good use. To deny your creative side is to deny the Creator’s gifts.
I remember thinking I had lost my creative side once. I quit making music 
and doodling on the sides of my notebook. As a chemistry major, I figured 
the watercolor pumpkins from third grade could stay at home as a last re-
minder of my creative side.
Then I started getting creative about my chemistry research and methods 
with which I could make new compounds. Were there ways to synthesize 
diketopyrollopyrroles that hadn’t been discovered? Could I improve on al-
ready existing routes? 
And another opportunity to be creative came when the residence hall 
recycling needed to be redone. Once I opened my eyes, I saw all sorts of op-
portunities to put my God-given thumbprints on things. 
Can you agree that it’s fun to come up with things that have never been 
thought of before? Haven’t you ever scratched something out in the margin 
that looked pretty decent? Do you ever envy a painting or sculpture piece 
you pass by and wish you could create in the same way?
So this is my challenge to you: rediscover your creative side. Start with 
coloring books, move on to pastels, and then try oil-based paints. OK, not 
really. Get creative and passionate about something you’re good at. The jour-
ney itself could be a creative adventure. Maybe you’ll find it in writing or 
photography, maybe in arranging magnets on your fridge. Try coming up 
with a new rhythm or adding a twist to a favorite recipe.
We please our creator when we express the uniqueness inside each of 
us. Sounds corny, but God didn’t make you anyone else’s clone for a reason. 
Our lives are blank canvasses and Christ is painting masterpieces on them 
all. Use color.
Marc spent at least 34 minutes arranging Pizza Hut magnets on his fridge 
the first night he got back to Hope this fall.
Marc Tori
Columnist
Finding a friend by spring, instead of ring
The Anchor is looking to fill our Assistant Ads Manager position for the 2011-12 
year. The responsiblities of this position include: contacting local businesses, selling 
ad space and being trained by the current Ads Manager.
Send inquiries to anchor@hope.edu.
Assistant Ads Manager 
Caitlin Klask
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Becca does enjoy an occasional pop or hip-hop song, but 









Can’t stomach the thought of one 
more packet of ramen or foil envelope 
of Velvetta cheese for your lunches 
and dinners? Or perhaps the forever-
thrilling salad and sandwich bar just 
isn’t quite hitting the spot for you. 
The thing is, meals are a big deal 
to me. They are brief glimpses in the 
day to relax and unwind with friends, 
share some good conversation and of course chow down on delicious food. 
While some college students fear my favorite hobby, cooking is possible for ev-
eryone. Yes, even those of you who are lazy and broke, or both. 
My serious obsession with the Food Network coupled with the extreme bore-
dom I endured this summer led me to start experimenting with recipes from my 
favorite celebrity chefs and even write reviews for them on the Food Network web-
site. Embarassing? Perhaps.
 I have compiled a list of mouthwatering dinners (I’m talking food that will liter-
ally make you drool just by looking at it) that take less than 30 minutes to make, 
and use super affordable, easy-to-find ingredients. They are recipes that even the 
least experienced chef can master, free of confusing ingredient names and bogus 
cooking times. 
Once a week I collect a few dollars from each of my housemates, head over to 
Meijer and cook up a gourmet recipe for everyone to try out. Not only are these 
meals the highlight of my week, but they are also such a steal for everyone involved. 
I mean who wouldn’t pay $3 for chicken picatta? Come on now. 
So I challenge you, find a night this week to cook dinner for a group of your 
friends. I guarantee there will be no leftovers.
Recipe:  Chicken Picatta
Yield: 4 Servings
Cost (Meijer): $10.57  ÷ 4 = $2.64 per person
Ingredients:
2 boneless skinless chicken breasts (cut in half lengthwise)
 2 tablespoons olive oil 
5 tablespoons butter 





Season chicken with salt and pepper and coat in flour. In a large pan over me-
dium heat, melt 2 tablespoons of butter with 2 tablespoons olive oil. When butter 
and oil start to sizzle, add chicken and cook for 3 minutes on each side or until 
browned. Remove chicken and transfer to plate. Into the pan add the lemon juice, 
stock, and 3 tablespoons butter and bring to boil. Return chicken to the pan and 
I saw the first pair 
of UGGs on campus 
last week around the 
same day that I saw 
the first fading leaf. 
While one instance makes me happier than the other, both 
welcome my favorite season: fall. Finally, I get to stop sweating 
on the way to class! Finally, I get to throw boots, a sweater, and a 
scarf on…everyday. And finally, I get to whip out my fall music.
Yes, you may commence laughter. I have specific fall music 
that I play only during the time when the leaves are falling. It 
has some banjo, some fiery, passionate lyricism, and a little tinge 
of orange (I like to categorize my music by color, but that’s an 
entirely different column). Now, my friends would say that my 
music all sounds like that, but friends, that’s where you’re wrong.
Does your music make you want to eat a caramel apple? Does 
your music beckon you to jump on a bike and take in the colors 
as they whiz by? Does your music make hot cider if you just play 
it in the kitchen? Well mine doesn’t either, but it seems like it 
should.
Now you ask, what is this cider-making, bike riding, fiery fall 
playlist? Friends, here it is:
The Avett Brothers “Head Full of Doubt, Road Full of Promises”
“Little Motel”
“Where Not to Look for Freedom”
“Someone Else Can Make a Work of Art”
“Set the Fire to the Third Bar”
“Little Secrets”
“You Still Hurt me”
“Coconut Skins”
“Lua”










Artist Song Do you like to write?
Send inquiries or submissions
 to anchor@hope.edu.
You know you want to!
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Hope pulls plug on 
park after assault
Hope College has closed the 
local skate park located at Ninth 
Street and Columbia Avenue due 
to an incident on Sept. 21 that left 
one student injured.
At about 11:40 p.m. last 
Wednesday, a Hope student was 
hit by a skateboarder at the skate 
park located accross from Dyk-
stra Hall. The incident was listed 
as “non aggravated assault” on 
KnowHope, and the student was 
assisted by Hope Campus Safety 
officers as well as members of the 
Holland Police Department.
On Sept. 22, an update on the 
event was posted on the homep-
age of KnowHope. A group of 
Hope students was confronted by 
teenagers from the skate park, ac-
cording to the report.
 The confrontation escalated to 
an argument, and a teenager hit 
one Hope student in the face. It 
wasn’t serious enough for medical 
attention, but the Holland Police 
officers investigated the incident 
further, according to the report.
Later that day, another up-
date was posted to KnowHope 
informing the Hope community 
the skate park was being torn 
down. Though the skate park was 
supposed to remain intact until 
the new Smallenburg  Skate Park 
near the Holland Municipal Sta-
dium was finished, the old park 
was closed early and razed.
The KnowHope notice report-
ed that keeping the original park 
open “wasn’t possible for a variety 
of reasons.”
The notice also suggested that 
Hope students avoided the for-
mer skate park “especially in the 
evening hours,” adding that the 
Holland Police Department and 
Campus Safety “will have an in-
creased presence in the area.”
The skate park on the corner 
of 10th and Columbia Avenue has 
been a hot spot of teenage activity 
since it was built.
A negative outlook on the 
skateboarding community from 
the Hope perspective has perme-
ated student life for the park’s en-
tirety.
But mostly, the teenage skate-
boarders and bikers kept to them-
selves. 
The end of the park sparked 
reactions from skaters and Hope 




smallenburg or bust— the skate park at ninth street and Columbia avenue has 
been razed. Smallenburg Skate Park east of campus will be finished next month.
Photo by Caitlin KlasK
The Foundation for a Greater Hope www.hope.edu/hopefund
You already know that donations to the Hope Fund support financial
aid programs, keep Hope’s facilities in top shape, and fuel a whole
range of student services, athletics and more. Important stuff, right?
So, in six words, tell us why you’re grateful for Hope Fund donors.
We may use your words in a future ad...and send you a spiffy prize.






Could We Have a Word?
(Six, actually.)
Hope owes skaters ‘Christian’ love
Since the destruction of 
the Lincoln Park skate park on 
Thursday, I’ve expressed a fairly 
limited range of emotions about 
the issue to my very patient 
friends. Mostly, I’ve felt anger, 
but that has passed and I’m left 
with shame. I’m ashamed of our 
campus.
I transferred to Hope in 2009 
and within two days of living in 
Gilmore began to hear the com-
plaints about the skate kids. I was 
confused. 
I understand that it’s unfortu-
nate to see marijuana get passed 
across from where you’re living 
because you’re a freshman in 
college and drugs are scary, but 
where is the Christian love we 
talk so constantly about over cof-
fee at JP’s or in chapel three times 
a week? 
Why does it exist for the des-
titute halfway around the world, 
but not for a community right 
next to ours that we have de-
fined by the dubious behavior of 
a few?
Once when I was living in Gil 
and frequented the 10th Street/
Columbia region of campus, I 
watched three guys walk out 
of Phelps, start walking toward 
Martha Miller, and suddenly 
begin yelling, oh so eloquently, 
“HEY YOU SUCK!” toward Lin-
coln Park. 
The skaters stood in shock, as 
did I, all of us utterly confused 
about what had spurred the ver-
bal attack. 
I wish this was the only in-
cident. It wasn’t. I saw similar 
things happen four or five times 
in one fall semester.
The worst part, perhaps, was 
that these were not “fringe” Hope 
men that I had never seen before, 
who maybe didn’t fit the happy, 
RCA mold. I knew exactly who 
they were. 
The three had been at every 
Durfee-Gilmore event, regu-
larly stood in the first few rows 
of Dimnent for chapels and the 
Gathering, had half of the female 
population their age swooning, 
and had, until that moment, 
seemed like all around quintes-
sential Hope College men. 
Totally unwarranted provo-
cation. And that’s the problem. 
This is our entire college, our 
most revered students.
Much, I’m sure, to the plea-
sure of students like those, we no 
longer have to hear the sound of 
tiny wheels hitting concrete on a 
regular basis. The sentiment I’ve 
heard expressed most is, para-
phrased, that Hope has never 
been so happy to see something 
reduced to dust.
Hope sustains a great com-
munity. We smile at people we’ve 
never met before, we hold each 
other up when tragedy strikes, 
and go on to do great and global 
things after graduation. 
So why is it, I need to know, 
that we have been so cruel to 
those kids? They are literally, by 
definition, our neighbors. They 
gather across the street. And 
no matter what their actions 
(because I do understand that 
there have been transgressions 
on both sides), if we define our-
selves a Christian campus, we 
owe them love and respect. 
I can count on one hand the 
number of people I know at Hope 
who I have heard say a kind word 
about the skate park, but even 
Vishnu would need extra hands 
to tally all of the negative com-
ments that have been thrown 
around.
In our insistently steady 
stream of insults, we have fos-
tered an absolutely evil image of 
the skate park and its commu-
nity. 
Even if you’ve never said 
anything vicious directly to the 
kids who gather there, if you’ve 
complained to your friends, if 
you’ve used dislike of the park 
as a talking point with someone 
you’re getting to know, you have 
sustained an often inaccurate 
portrait that has gotten so out of 
hand that people have actually 
been hurt.
I suppose I appreciate that the 
park will be moving to Smallen-
burg Park, since it isn’t too far 
from the original spot. 
But I desperately want Hope 
students to remember that that 
every single person who ever 
hung out at the old park, though 
they might be conveniently out 
of sight now, is still a member of 
our greater community. 
You owe them Christian love. 
If you don’t start showing it, I 
hope I’m not the only one who’s 
ashamed.
Gretchen Baldwin ‘12
Letter to the Editors 
Photo courtesy of hoPe Pr
Photo by caitlin KlasK
Ultimate Frisbee offers low-key competition, fun
frisbee frenzy— Hope students gather at DeVos field to join in fun but competitive Ul-
timate frisbee contests. 
Bethany Stripp
sPorts editor
Strong start has volleyball focused and ready for Calvin
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ThiS Week in SporTS
Wednesday          sept. 28 
Women’s Soccer
vs. Adrian at 7 p.m.
saturday          Oct. 1 
Women’s Soccer
vs. Albion at 12 p.m.
Tuesday          Oct. 4 
Volleyball
vs. Olivet at 6:30 p.m.
in Brief
CroSS CoUntry rUnS 
FirSt jamboree   
           
Both the men’s and women’s 
cross country teams traveled to 
Zollner Golf Course on Satur-
day for their first MIAA jam-
boree hosted by Trine. The men 
were edged out by one point by 
Albion, causing the Dutchmen 
to finish third as a team. Calvin 
took top honors by scoring 16 
points. Nate Love (’12) paced 
the Dutch with a fifth place fin-
ish and a time of 26:49 for the 
hilly 8K course.
The women tackled the 6K 
course and took second place 
behind Calvin. The Dutch were 
led by Sheri McCormack (’14), 
who ran to a third place finish 
with a time of 23:34. The men 
and women will run at either the 
Lansing CC Invitational on Fri-
day or the Louisville, Ky. Invita-
tional on Saturday.  
miaa                                   







Football imProveS to  
2-2 with a win
The Dutchmen leveled its re-
cord at 2-2 on the road with a 
victory against Lakeland, Wis. 
Trailing 14-7 at the half, Hope 
scored three unanswered touch-
downs in the second stanza to 
cruise to a 28-14 win. 
Shawn Jackson (’14) ran ex-
tremely well, totaling 151 yards 
on 19 carries. Jackson received 
one touchdown and rushed for 
two more to give him three total 
for the day. Quarterback Michael 
Atwell (’14) threw for 130 yards 
and a touchdown. Atwell also 
rushed for one touchdown. Kyle 
Warren led the defensive charge 
with 16 tackles, 10 of them be-
ing solo. 
The Dutchmen will travel to 
Alma on Saturday to open up 
MIAA play.
In a world where college 
athletics are becoming 
increasingly more serious, Hope 
College’s Ultimate Frisbee club 
shows that it’s possible to play 
intercollegiate sports while 
keeping the game low-key.
Ultimate combines the 
passing skills of football, the 
endurance of soccer and the 
movement rules of basketball 
into a new game. Players pass 
a Frisbee from teammate to 
teammate to move the disc up 
and down the field. Once a player 
catches the disc, however, he or 
she has to stop running. Teams 
score by passing the Frisbee to 
a team member in an end zone. 
Games typically last until one 
team scores 15 points.
About 20 men make up the 
club team at Hope, which is led 
by Lute Olsen (’12). The team 
meets twice a week on the DeVos 
Fieldhouse lawn to practice and 
participate in weekly Wednesday 
pickup games on the DeVos 
lawn. These games begin at 6 
p.m. and anyone with an interest 
in Ultimate is welcome to play.
In addition, Hope’s club team 
routinely travels to Saturday 
tournaments throughout the 
region to compete against other 
college teams, including some 
much larger schools.
“We go across Michigan 
and the Midwest—we’ve gone 
to Indiana and Ohio before—
and play any schools that have 
teams,” Olsen said. “Normally 
that includes DI schools, so we’ll 
play Notre Dame, Michigan, 
Michigan State, Illinois, Indiana, 
Western Illinois: every school 
under the sun that has (a team).”
Playing these schools gives 
Hope’s team a chance to test their 
skills against other groups that 
take the sport very seriously.
“Bigger schools typically have 
stronger Ultimate teams because 
they can field enough guys who 
are willing to play,” Olsen said. 
“Some of the other schools are 
way more serious and have two- 
to three-hour practices every 
day, while we are not out to win 
DIII Nationals. We just like to 
have a lot of fun and be semi-
competitive.”
The team’s desire to have fun 
makes it possible for people 
who would still like to play 
competitive sports but have 
never played Ultimate before to 
still be active members of the 
club. Derek Jager (’12), who has 
been on the team for three and 
a half years, is a prime example 
of this.
“The aspect of sports after 
high school (got me involved),” 
Jager said. “It was something 
new, too.”
Though Hope often 
encounters large schools in 
tournaments, they also face 
some of the same teams that 
other Hope athletic teams play 
throughout the year.
“Calvin’s a big rival, obviously,” 
Olsen said. “(We also play) 
Grand Valley. Not a ton of the 
other DIII schools have them, 
other than Kalamazoo. They 
have a really good team.”
	
With 14 games under their 
belts and only two losses 
in their record so far, Hope 
College’s women’s volleyball 
team is picking up the 2011 
season right where they left off 
last fall. Despite losing several 
players from last year’s squad 
to graduation, the team has 
continued to turn out strong 
performances.
“I am very impressed with 
our team this year,” co-captain 
Greer Bratschie (’13) said. “We 
do have a younger team, but that 
hasn’t had a big impact on how 
we play. I think we have had a 
great start but also have lots to 
improve on.”
After sweeping the season 
opening Mt. Union Tournament 
over Labor Day weekend, the 
volleyball team opened its MIAA 
season with three wins against 
Alma, Trine and Adrian.  On 
Sept. 16 and 17, Hope traveled 
to Wittenberg, Ohio to compete 
in the Great Lakes Regional 
Challenge. 
The Flying Dutch defeated 
Ohio Northern and Bluffton 
over the course of the two-
day tournament, during which 
Bratschie and Mari Schoolmaster 
(’14) were both named to the all-
tournament team. Hope also lost 
to Wittenberg and Heidelberg, 
teams that were ranked third and 
eighth in the nation respectively 
in the latest American Volleyball 
Coaches Association poll. 
“Last weekend was a good 
test for our team,” Bratschie said. 
“There were a lot of top national 
teams there and it tested how 
we would handle playing the top 
teams. We split the tournament 
which is pretty good, but we 
we’re working on stepping up to 
compete with the top teams.”
One of those top teams the 
Dutch will soon have to face 
is Calvin. Hope will travel to 
Calvin on Sept. 28 to take on 
the defending 2010 Division 
III national champions, who 
received 22 of 24 possible first 
place votes in last week’s AVCA 
poll.
“It’s obviously a huge rivalry 
and a particularly loaded one 
this year,” co-captain Jackie 
Canonaco (’12) said. “But at 
the heart of the rivalry is a lot 
of respect between two great 
teams.”
Last week, Hope took care 
of Albion, St. Mary’s and 
Kalamazoo in three sets each. 
Though the team is playing well, 
co-captain Courtney Earles (’13) 
said the team is always looking 
for ways to get better. 
“We hope to always improve 
on everything,” Earles said. 
“We are going to get better at 
blocking and serving. When we 
get these things in order and 
play at a consistent level we 
will see ourselves continually 
improving.”
Canonaco said that the team 
hopes to do this by using one of 
their best resources: each other.
“We’re focusing on 
capitalizing on opportunities 
and maintaining the high 
intensity and passion that have 
come to be a tradition of our 
program,” Canonaco said. “Most 
importantly we are always 
looking to push each other more 
in practice to reach our collective 
potential.”
After the away game at 
Calvin, the Dutch will return to 
Hope to close out the first half 
of their MIAA season with a 
game against Olivet on Oct. 4 at 
6:30 p.m. in DeVos Fieldhouse.
Bethany Stripp
sPorts editor
blOck parTy— Greer bratschie (’13, left) and courtney 
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With a second place finish 
at the team’s fourth jamboree 
on Sept. 20 at Kalamazoo’s 
Milham Park, the Dutchmen 
men’s golf team has climbed into 
and maintained its second place 
standing in the MIAA.  
Despite a fifth place finish 
at Saturday’s jamboree hosted 
by Trine and located at Zollner 
Golf Course, the team remains 
second place in the standings.
Finishing fifth and not losing 
a place in the standings proves 
that the conference is up for 
grabs and equally competitive. 
At Kalamazoo, the Dutchmen 
combined for 300 strokes, 
a mere eight strokes behind 
winner Adrian. Adrian set a 
record for the course with their 
292 shooting.  
Co-captain Nick Campbell 
(’12) paced the Dutchmen with 
a 73 on the 18-hole course. 
Following Campbell was Evan 
Telzerow (’15) with a 74, John 
Cannon (’13) with a 75, Collin 
Breit (’15) with a 78, and fellow 
co-captain Andy Thompson 
(’12) shooting 79.
For Telzerow, vying for a 
championship as a freshman is 
uplifting.
“Being in the mix of things for 
the MIAA championship race is 
very exciting,” Telzerow said. “I 
can’t wait to see how we do in 
these last few jamborees.”
On Saturday the men 
traveled to Angola, Ind. for the 
fifth jamboree hosted by Trine. 
Unfriendly weather caused an 
hour delay in the meet, making 
the Zollner course harsher for 
the players competing.  
Hope’s top four together shot 
a 303 despite wet conditions, 
landing them in fifth for the day 
but still just nine strokes behind 
winner Calvin. The Dutchmen 
also gained a few strokes on 
conference leader Adrian. Olivet, 
Trine and Alma finished second, 
third, and fourth, respectively. 
Breit’s 73 on the 18-holer 
led the way for the Dutch. 
Campbell’s 74, Telzerow’s 76, 
and Thompson’s 80 rounded out 
the top four for the Dutch.
Six out of the 10 team 
members for the men are 
freshmen, and being in a tight 
race for a championship shows 
that these underclassmen are 
making a strong impact.
“The six freshmen have great 
chemistry and love competing 
for our spots on the starting line-
up,” Telzerow said.  “With our 
accomplishments already this 
season, it is very encouraging 
and we are looking forward 
to this spring and the season 
ahead.”
After the day was completed, 
the Dutchmen held onto its 
second place position. Adrian is 
still in the top spot with a total of 
1,530 strokes, followed by Hope 
1,537, Alma and Olivet 1,544, 
Calvin 1,554, Albion 1,582, and 
Kalamazoo 1,669.
On the women’s side, the 
Flying Dutch remain in first place 
in the conference standings. A 
first place finish in the season-
opening jamboree at Zollner 
was followed up by a second 
place showing on Sept. 21 at The 
Ravines in Saugatuck. 
Brittany Haight (’15), who 
led Hope and medaled at the 
first jamboree, was absent 
with illness from the second 
jamboree. Without Haight, the 
Dutch managed a second place 
finish by shooting 340. Olivet 
won the jamboree with a 323. 
Charlotte Park (’13) paced 
Hope with an 81. Co-captain 
Megan Scholten (’12) 84, Lauren 
Zandstra (’12) 85 and Montana 
Leep (’15) 90 landed top four 
spots for Hope.
Hope and Olivet are in a 
tight race after two complete 
jamborees. Hope leads with 665 
strokes, with a trailing Olivet 
score of 668 within striking 
distance. Rounding out the 
standings is Saint Mary’s 687, 
Calvin 702, Trine 737, Adrian 




Women’s and men’s golf in first, second place in conference





The men’s soccer team won the 
Bergsma Memorial Tournament 
for the second straight season 
with victories over Madonna 
University and Wheaton College 
on Sept. 16 and 17 and honored 
former teammate Justin Bailey 
in the process.  
Friday night’s home opener 
was deemed “Justin Bailey 
Night” as the team, college 
and community paid honor to 
Bailey. 
Bailey, a 2010 graduate, died 
after his car was hit by a drunken 
driver in Kalamazoo on June 23 
while working for AT&T.  He 
was a standout player on the 
men’s soccer team during his 
time at Hope, earning a varsity 
letter in all four years he played 
on the team. 
His death stunned players 
including goalkeeper Logan Neil 
(’12) who had played with Bailey 
for two seasons.
“My initial reaction was 
complete shock,” Neil said.  “I 
went numb. My dad called and 
asked me where I was because 
he was on his way to pick me up, 
and I lost it when he told me.” 
    The news hit the coaches hard 
as well.  Head coach Steve Smith 
was forced to digest news of the 
tragedy and alert teammates 
who had played with Bailey. 
    “I talked to as many players 
as possible that evening on 
the phone,” Smith said.  “We 
mourned together as we talked. 
I told each guy that I talked with 
that I loved them and did not 
want the moment to pass without 
communicating how much I 
appreciated each one of them.” 
    Upon hearing of Bailey’s 
death, the parents of teammates 
Shaun Groetsema (’12), David 
(’12) and Cole (’14) Whitaker, 
and Logan Neil (’12) got together 
with Smith and went to Bailey’s 
parents, Chip and Sandra Bailey 
of Portage, to ask what they 
could do to make sure his legacy 
would live on. 
The Bailey family had already 
been receiving memorial 
donations, and with the help of 
the players’ parents and Smith, 
established the Justin Bailey 
Memorial Scholarship Fund. 
“We all decided to make the 
scholarship fund to make his 
name become everlasting at 
Hope,” said Brian Bailey (’11), 
Justin’s younger brother. “The 
scholarship will be given to 
soccer players who come from 
middle class families who could 
use the financial help and who 
possess similar characteristics of 
Justin.” 
During the Sept. 16 home 
opener against Madonna, 
headbands were sold in 
remembrance of Justin Bailey, 
and all the proceeds from the 
headband sales along with 
donations were added to the 
scholarship fund. 
Headbands were somewhat 
of a trademark of Bailey, who 
almost never played without 
one to hold back his long brown 
hair. Selling the headbands was a 
creative way to spread the word 
about the fund and also allowed 
the players to have a special 
remembrance of Justin as many 
wore the headbands during the 
game.
To become an official 
endowment at Hope, the fund 
must reach $10,000 in donations, 
and it’s well on the way after 
generous donations during the 
Sept. 16 game. 
Dedicating the game to Bailey 
meant a lot to the entire team and 
gave them all extra motivation, 
but it meant even more to the 
teams’ upperclassmen who had 
developed close relationships 
with Justin. 
“I got to know him well over 
the years we played together, and 
I looked up to him for the way he 
played and the way he lived his 
life. He was an amazing young 
man” David Whitaker said.
Despite tragedy, the team 
has been able to come together 
with a considerable amount of 
success.  Posting a 2-1-2 record 
before the Bergsma Memorial 
Tournament, the Flying 
Dutchmen played its first home 
games with  visible passion.  
On “Justin Bailey Night,” the 
team defeated Madonna 3-1, 
then came back on Saturday and 
beat nationally ranked Wheaton 
4-0, marking Hope’s first victory 
over Wheaton in 10 years. 
The team came together 
and rallied behind the support 
of others, assistant coach Lee 
Schopp said.
“I think our team has come 
together in so many ways,” 
Schopp said.  “When we talk 
about team, this group of 28 
guys on our roster is as close-
knit a group of guys we have had 
in quite some time.”  
Players said the victories in the 
Bergsma Memorial Tournament 
will have a tremendous impact 
on the season as they enter 
conference play.  Although the 
team lost a 2-0 game to Calvin 
College on Sept. 21, defenseman 
Paul Austin (’12) said the 
Bergsma championship will 
impact the team in various ways. 
    “The victories this past weekend 
were huge,” Austin said.  “Not 
only as a tribute to Justin Bailey, 
but also for our season in general.” 
   As the season moves on, players 
will not go a game without 
thinking of Bailey.  The team had 
warm-up shirts made to honor 
Bailey and exhibit unity.  On 
the front of the orange shirts, 
the number “1” is displayed, 
signifying that the team is one, 
assistant coach Schopp said.  On 
the back, Bailey’s number “5” is 
displayed.      
“Justin and his family will 
forever be part of Hope Soccer, 
and we want to display that in a 
visible way to everyone outside 
of our locker room as well,” 
Schopp said.
With the heart of the 
conference schedule coming 
up, the Flying Dutchmen know 
that playing with passion and 
honoring Bailey is key to every 
game.
Mid-fielder Jeff Ekdom (’13) 
said they have an advantage in 
their past victories that could 
help in the future.
“I was honored to play a year 
with Bailey,” Ekdom said.  “I think 
I can speak for all of the guys and 
say that he has definitely been 
there on the field with us.”
“Not a game has gone by 
where I don’t think about the 
way Justin played the game, 
and it motivates me to play at 
my best possible level,” David 
Whitaker added. 
With the formation of 
the Justin Bailey Memorial 
Scholarship Fund, Bailey’s legacy 
should live on at Hope for many 
seasons to come.
remembered— The men’s soccer team paid tribute to 
Justin Bailey (’10) in its first home game of the season.
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